First Project FREE Weekend Retreat Helps 250 Freshmen Get It All Together

By LATEX ARCHIBALD

Mike Jacobson is a College freshman who hates crowds. Last Friday night he found himself in the middle of a crowd of about 500 people, silently rolling around in an effort to "communicate nonverbally" and ultimately pick out a person whom they would like to get to know better.

The presidential state of affairs can be explained by the fact that as of Friday evening, no final candidates it considered best fitted for the position of provost had been submitted to President Meyerson. The decision had been made as to whether a single candidate or a slate would be presented to the committee's chairman.

The provost search committee was charged at the time of its formation late last spring with the task of screening nominees for the position of provost and advising the president this fall which candidate or candidates it considered best fitted for the position.

The provost selection committee was further charged with the task of selecting a slate of candidates for the provost search committee.

The report of the provost search committee, submitted to President Meyerson, contained the following statement:

"We recommend that the committee will select a slate of candidates for the provost's position. The slate of candidates will be presented to the University community during the next academic year."
**Campus Events**

**OFFICIAL NOTICES**

**PRE-LAW ADVISORY BOARD**

Thursday, Sept. 3, 6:30 p.m., in Room 1312 Gray.

For everyone interested in the preparation for the LSAT and the application process to law school this year should attend a group advisory meeting on

**SENIORS**

Group advisory meeting on

First LSAT will be Sat., Oct. Library Today at 3:00 P.M. and 4:00 P.M.

**THE GENERAL JUDGER PROGRAM**

Graduate School Advising Program on Monday, Sept. 21, at 3:30 P.M. This meeting is an opportunity for graduate students to ask questions, receive information, and make a plan for their degree.

All graduate students are invited to attend.

**PROVOST**

 [...] members are now under the care of the Office's counseling center.

One of the functions of the counseling center is to

...help them understand and cope with the problems they are facing.

Several students commented that they felt a great deal of pressure to succeed academically and that they were having difficulty adjusting to the pace of coursework.

One student noted that he was finding it particularly challenging to balance his studies with the demands of extracurricular activities.

Another student mentioned that the transition to college had been difficult, as many of the skills and strategies they had used in high school did not apply to the college environment.

Several students also expressed concern about the cost of tuition and the financial burden it placed on their families.

The provost's office is committed to providing support and resources to help students navigate these challenges, and they encourage students to reach out if they are experiencing any difficulties.

**TRADEWINDS**

**4058 CHESTNUT ST.**

*Save Up to $300* on a Lot Of Strange Things

**Classifieds**

**CHEMISTRY TUTOR - FREE TIME TUES. & WED.**

The Admissions Office now accepts checks drawn on the University of Pennsylvania for\n
**AMERICAN FRITZ ORSON WELLES**

-Chef's Specials

To Speak at Univ.

**NAT'L LAMPOON ED.**

Monday, Sept. 29, 1970

**HOU**

The Consequence Lecture Series will open tomorrow with the presentation of Doug Kenney, one of the editors of the National Lampoon magazine, the National Lampoon, who will explain how he got started in the business of making college fun.

A graduate of Harvard College, Kenney, 33, added humor to his career after two years ofrafuion at the University of Pennsylvania, the country's oldest and most prestigious college of the Lampoon, the country's oldest and most prestigious college of the Lampoon.

The Lampoon is a student publication that is distributed to all students at the university. It has become a major force in the field of college humor and satire.

Kenney's presentation will be followed by a question-and-answer session, where he will address students and faculty about the history, development, and future goals of the Lampoon.

**DOUG KENNEY**

**TRADEWINDS**

**4058 CHESTNUT ST.**

*Save Up To $300* on a Lot Of Strange Things
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**CHEMISTRY TUTOR - FREE TIME TUES. & WED.**

The Admissions Office now accepts checks drawn on the University of Pennsylvania for...
Letters

(Continued from page 4)

The Daily Pennsylvania
First, I believe that you began your which deserve critical comment. your recent editorial on Philadelphia regulations of the University by choosing this summer to send either a "great cop evangelically Rizzo. According to you he must be foolishly extreme descriptions of Mr. Police Commissioner Frank Rizzo previously refuted idea of in loco parentis, the University's rejection of in loco parentis, has not only returned to the outdated and University's largest undergraduate school again to treat its students as children by sending academic transcripts to the parents With this creation of this residential complex, the University has solved a problem; it has not created a viable or vibrant lifestyle. From the above, these students will continue to wear their "prevalent" clothes in this beneath-reddish color of a flip fashion are faced with a number of new threats, not the least of which is loss of identity and individuality. Unfortunately, not only too many seem even this soon gain content with each a façade and internalized anxiety. Also, there is a scale to be had in the building, without, will not provide, without consciences — in short it represents conformist conformity and inside the sphere of human control. No policing rules or housing rules can have the slightest effect upon the will of this residential system. The damage has been done and in this case cannot be undone. All that can be done is that precautions be taken to ensure that the rights of students are not again violated. We ask the Dean of the College in publicly recognize his school's infraction of the University's academic regulations and to return to the guiding principle of student independence.

Lobotomy

By Leslie Rubinoff

The 400 block of Walnut Street students, on some special nights, the required presence of a demanded presence in the residence halls and newsletter is not a full story. It is not far, torn and flattened University City reader. A short walk distant, another way to salvation is for sale... City realtors. A short walk distant, church silhouetted against the ochreish shelters, on some especial nights, the morning shower in ascending unison, or shit in your precisions alike apartments above block. Don't adopt the same metallic, flying aimlessly in the air of identity... The climate of the living complex. can, and will have a relatively cohesive personalities. Superblock represents something much more conscious personalities. Superblock, is an ultimate government of architectures. With the creation of this residential complex, the University has solved a problem; it has not created a viable or vibrant lifestyle. From the above, these students will continue to wear their "prevalent" clothes in this beneath-reddish color of a flip fashion are faced with a number of new threats, not the least of which is loss of identity and individuality. Unfortunately, not only too many seem even this soon gain content with each a façade and internalized anxiety. Also, there is a scale to be had in the building, without, will not provide, without consciences — in short it represents conformist conformity and inside the sphere of human control. No policing rules or housing rules can have the slightest effect upon the will of this residential system. The damage has been done and in this case cannot be undone. All that can be done is that precautions be taken to ensure that the rights of students are not again violated. We ask the Dean of the College in publicly recognize his school's infraction of the University's academic regulations and to return to the guiding principle of student independence.
Talking Point Begins Its Third Year as U. Advising Service

By STUART STERN

Talking Point, an informal counseling service operated by upperclass medical students, began its third year of operations last fall. This unsubsidized, unofficial operation offers five classes for upperclass students from the University Medical School who donate their time to students who need counseling free of charge. In addition, the service is equipped with a comprehensive list of professional counselors who are willing to offer their wide-range of experience to aid students.

Talking Point is manned by 80 to 90 upperclass students from the University Medical School who donate their time to students who need counseling free of charge. In addition, the service is equipped with a comprehensive list of professional counselors who are willing to offer their wide-range of experience to aid students.

The project's success is attributed to the fact that it is run by students who have had their own problems and who have been successful in helping others solve theirs. The project is fully staffed by students who have been successful in helping others solve theirs.

The project's success is attributed to the fact that it is run by students who have had their own problems and who have been successful in helping others solve theirs. The project is fully staffed by students who have had their own problems and who have been successful in helping others solve theirs.

The project's success is attributed to the fact that it is run by students who have had their own problems and who have been successful in helping others solve theirs. The project is fully staffed by students who have had their own problems and who have been successful in helping others solve theirs.
Offense Sputters, Defense Glitters in Football Preview

By PHIL SHIMKIN

The Princeton Tiger defense was a dominant force in the Orange and Black's 3-0 victory over the City College of New York on Saturday. The Tigers, led by star quarterback Ron Dawson, came within inches of scoring many times during the game, but were unable to turn those opportunities into touchdowns.

"We're certainly depending on the defense," said Coach Bob Payne. "We've got a lot of guys who can play and we've been working hard to improve our defense." Payne added that he was pleased with the performance of his defense, which limited CCNY to just 100 yards of total offense.

Dawson, who had 132 yards passing on 11 completions, was named the game's Most Valuable Player. He threw for 85 yards and a touchdown and also rushed for 25 yards. "Ron was outstanding," said Payne. "He made some big plays and really helped us control the game." Dawson also had several drops by his receivers, but the defense was able to hold CCNY to three points.

"We have a strong defense and we're going to rely on it," Payne said. "But we also need to improve our offense if we want to win more games." The Tigers, who are 1-0 on the season, will face off against the University of Pennsylvania next week.

Eye on the Ivies

Princeonton: The Tiger's Is Rebuilding

COACHING: Although "Jaek" McCandless has been Princeton's head football coach only since the beginning of the season, he has already brought a new sense of excitement to the program. McCandless, who was formerly the offensive coordinator at the University of Pennsylvania, has brought a fresh approach to the team, and players are already seeing the benefits.

"Jaek has brought a lot of energy and enthusiasm to the team," said senior quarterback Andy Schaff. "He's got a greatphilosophy and he's really getting the guys to play hard." McCandless has emphasized the importance of teamwork and fitness, and players are already seeing results.

"We've been working hard in practice and it's paying off," said Schaff. "We're playing with a lot of confidence and we're playing as a team." The Tigers, who are 1-0 on the season, will face off against the University of Pennsylvania next week.

Sports

Sports Offers You The Chance To Be A Failure

Our work in the black community has been frustrating. Maybe that's because, no matter how we try, we always come off like a caricature, even when we're trying to be serious. Our work has accomplished only a small part of what we set out to do. After a couple of months, we've learned that we have to be more realistic and that no matter how much we try, we can never completely fulfill our goals. We're just trying to make a small difference. We're just trying to make a small difference.

"Pancho did a fine job," Odell said. "All the guys who were in the backfield today were doing a good job." But the defense was still not up to par, and Odell was left with a lot of work to do in the season ahead.

"I don't think we can afford to make any mistakes," Odell said. "We have to be on top of our game every week." The Quakers, who are 1-0 on the season, will face off against the University of Pennsylvania next week.